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OVOCABUIARY:
.. Match the words with their synonyms. One is extra.
1. small number of things or people

a. healthy

2. strong and well

b. medicine

3. the study of illnesses and injuries

c. solve

4. to find an answer to a problem

d. amazing

5. the way of life, especially the beliefs and behavior of a grou p of people

g. develop

6. to move someone or something from one place to another

e. a few

7. to grow or change into a stronger, larger or better form

f. carry
h. culture

.. Fill in the blanks with the following words. One is extra

culture 1

take care of ,

liquid 1

put out,

invention,

hospitable

8. The firefighters are trying to ........................ the fire.
9. Plasma is the clear and yellow ........................ .
10......................... means something useful that is made for the first time
11. Iranian people are ........................ ,they welcome to visitors.
12. When people ........................ cheetahs, the number of this animal will increase.
"Choose the best answer
13. Which one is not natural home for wild animals?
a) park
b) forest
c) plain

d) lake

14. White cells defend our body against............ .
a) microbes

b) blood

c) plasma

d) oxygen

15. Edison had more than 1,000 ............ .
a) invent

b) inventor

c) inventions

d) invite

16. Great scientists never felt weak and they never ............ when they were doing research.
a) give up
b) try
c) invent
d) work
17............. of Mashhad is a great destination for Muslim tourists.
a) Airport
b) Holy shrine
c) Tower
d) Pyramid
18. The number of Iranian zebras will ............ if we pay more attention to them.
a. save

b. hurt

c. decrease

d. increase
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8GRAMMAR:
.... Circle the best answers.
19 . I .................. you how much I spent on my new computer. You'd be shocked!
a. am not telling you

b. am not going to tell

c. won't tell

d. don't tell

20. Sajjad was taking pictures yesterday .................. 6 p.m ................... Friday.
a. at-on

b. in-at

c. on-at

d. at-in

21. He is tired. He .................. go to the party. He is not sure yet.
a. cannot

b. must not

c. may not

d. should not

22. The babies must eat the food .................. .
a. herself

b. themselves

c. ourselves

d. myself

23. My mother .................. cooking when I came in. She was cleaning the house.
a) was

b) wasn't

c) were

d) weren't

24. I must.. ................ passports because I want to travel to Spain.
a) get

b) got

c) to get

d) getting

25. What's wrong? You look .................. .
a. sad

b. sadness

c. sadly

d. sadder

.... Rearrange the words to make a sentence. (2points)
26. drop- in- There- of- a- of- cells- thousands- blood- white- are.

27. delicious- will- pizza-a-cook- we- tomorrow.

28. for-Egypt-pyramids-wonderful-famous-its-is

29. kind- to- are- Iranian-travelers- hospitable- people- and

.WRITING
.... Put the nouns in appropriate group(2points)

love tiger park
30: Idea

bag
31: thing

32: Place

~--~~~~----~--~~~~----~-----

33:animal

.-Fill in the blanks with the correct word based on the texts
Environment guards are the wildlife police officers. They should make sure that
people do not set fire, do not break or cut trees, or do not hurt animals.
The solar system is around 4.6 billion years old and has one star (the Sun), 8
planets. If you want to take a look at them, you can go to an observatory. There are
some powerful tele~copes there that can help you to see them.
34- The opposite of" 'put out": ........................ .
35- A place for watching stars and planets: .............................. "
.-Write the correct form of the words given in parenthesis.
36- Are you .............................. person in your family? (tall)
37- We'll have an accident if you don't drive more ............................... (careful)
'-Find the errors and correct them.
38. This player is as quicklv as that player.
39. Were the scientists and researchers leave the laboratory?
40. Mina's parents herself took her to the hospital rapidly.
41. A good translator should translate good.
.-Look at the pictures and answer the questions.
42. How was the man running in the street?
The man ............................................. (fast)
43. What must not we do in the gas station?

... ... ...... .................. ... ............ ............... ...... ......... .(smoke)
.-Mark the sentences which have falling intonation ('x ) and rising intonation ( ?I).
44. Who is going to clean the board? (
45. Will they change their old house? (

)
)

46. There are some plans to help animals. ( )
47. Is your grandma as old as your grandma? (

)

.... Circle the word (s) the speaker puts emphasis on.
48. Who invited you to the party? Mina or Sima?
49. Do they come before ten or after ten?

8READING
~ Read the text and fill the blanks with the following words.

Island ( )

destination()

clear(

)

northeast(

)

Kish ... ( 50) ... is a beautiful and touristic attraction located on the ... ( 51 ) ... of the
Persian Gulf.Kish Island was ranked among the world's 10 most beautiful islands,
and is the fourth most visited vacation ... ( 52 ) ... in Southwest Asia. The water is so
... ( 53 ) ... that fish can be seen sWimming in the sea all year long .
.... Complete the text with words in the box. One is extra.
gain (

)

publish (

)

researches (

)

for (

)

Scientists and inventors are looking ... ( 54 ) ... new methods to develop science and
help people. They usually do lots of experiments and ... ( 55 ) ... After they finish
their work, they ... ( 56 ) ... books in their field. They must be energetic and hard
working.
"-Read the text and answer the questions.
One day Isaac was reading a book under an apple tree on the farm. An apple fell out
of the tree -Ow!
Now, for most people that would be the end of the story, but not for Isaac. Not for
somebody who just couldn't stop asking whyall the time.
Why did the apple fall out of the tree? What makes things fall?
So many questions. Newton spent many years answering these questions by
thinking and doing experiments. He made up the law ofgravity. According to this
law everything pulled everything else to itself by a force called gravity.
The reason that things fall toward the ground is that the earth we live on is so very
heavy, and we are so close to it.
Newton's law of gravity not only explained how things fall on earth, but how planets
move around the sun and how moons move around planets .
..-Write T for true and F for false.
57. Newton was sitting under a peach tree.
58. The apple fell down and it was the end of story for Newton and not other people.
59. Newton didn't explain how moons move around the planets .
.... Read the story again and answer the questions
60. What make things fall down? ........................ .

OVOCABULARY:
.... Match the words with their synonyms. One is extra.
1. small number of things or people e. a few
2. strong and we II a. healthy
3. the study of illnesses and injuries b. medicine
4.
5.
6.
7.

to find an answer to a problem c. solve
the way of life, especially the beliefs and behavior of a group of people h. culture
to move someone or something from one place to another f. carry
to grow or change into a stronger, larger or better form g. develop

.... Fill in the blanks with the following words. One is extra
8. The firefighters are trying to put outthe fire.
9. Plasma is the clear and yellow liquid.
10. invention means something useful that is made for the first time
11. Iranian people are hospitable, they welcome to visitors.
12. When people take care of cheetahs, the number of this animal will increase .
.... Choose the best answer
13. Which one is not natural home for wild animals?
a) park
b) forest
c) plain
d) lake
14. White cells defend our body against ............ .
a) microbes
b) blood
c) plasma
d) oxygen
15. Edison had more than 1,000 ............ .
d) invite
c) inventions
a) invent
b) inventor
16. Great scientists never felt weak and they never ............ when they were doing research.
a) give up
b) try
c) invent
d) work
17............. of Mashhad is a great destination for Muslim tourists.
a) Airport
b) Holy shrine
c) Tower
d) Pyramid
1,8. The number of Iranian zebras will ............ if we pay more attention to them.
a. save
b. hurt
c. decrease
d. increase

.GRAMMAR:
.... Circle the best answers.
19 . I .................. you how much I spent on my new computer. You'd be shocked!
a. am not telling you
b. am not going to tell
c. won't tell
d. don't tell

20. Sajjad was taking pictures yesterday .................. 6 p.m ................... Friday.
a. at-on
b. in-at
c. on-at
d. at-in
21. He is tired. He .................. go to the party. He is not sure yet.
a. cannot
b. must not
c. may not
d. should not
22. The babies must eat the food .................. .
a. herself
b. themselves
c. ourselves
d. myself
23. My mother .................. cooking when I came in. She was cleaning the house.
a) was
b) wasn't
c) were
d) weren't
24. I must .................. passports because I want to travel to Spain.
a) get
b) got
c) to get
d) getting
25. What's wrong? You look .................. .
a. sad
b. sadness
c. sadly
d. sadder
.... Rearrange the words to make a sentence. (2points)
26. There are thousands of white cells in a drop of blood.
27. We will cook a delicious pizza tomorrow.
28- Egypt is famous for its wonderful pyramids.
29- Iranian are kind and hospitable people to travelers .

• WRITING
.... Put the nouns in appropriate group(2points)
30: Idea

31: thing

32: Place

33:animal

love

bag

park

tiger

.... Fill in the blanks with the correct word based on the texts
.~ol
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Environment guards are the wildlife police officers. They should make sure that
people do not set fire, do not break or cut trees, or do not hurt animals.
The solar system is around 4.6 billion years old and has one star <the Sun), 8
planets. If you want to take a look at them, you can go to an observatory. There are
some powerful telescopes there that can help you to see them.
34- The opposite of" put out';: set fire .
35- A place for watching stars and planets: observatory .
.... Write the correct form of the words given in parenthesis
36- Are you the tallest person in your family?

37- We'll have an accident if you don't drive more carefully.
~ Find

the errors and correct them.

38. This player is as quickly as that player. quick
39. Were the scientists and researchers leave the laboratory? leaving
40. Mina's parents herself took her to the hospital rapidly.
themselves
41. A good translator should translate good. well

~Look

at the pictures and answer the questions.

42. The man is running(runs) fast
43. We must not smoke in the gas station.
~Mark

the sentences which have falling intonation (\, ) and rising intonation ( ~ ).

44. Who is going to clean the board? ( \, )
45. Will they change their old house?

(~

)

46. There are some plans to help animals. ( \,

)

47. Is your grandma as old as your grandma? (

~

~

)

Circle the word (s) the speaker puts emphasis on.

48. Who invited you to the party? Mina or Sima?
49. Do they come before ten or after ten?

eREADING
~ Read

the text and fill the blanks with the following words.

Island (50 )

destination(52)

clear(53)

northeast(5.D

Kish ... ( 50 ) ... is a beautiful and touristic attraction located on the ... ( 51 ) ... of the
Persian Gulf.Kish Island was ranked among the world's 10 most beautiful islands,
and is the fourth most visited vacation ... ( 52 ) ... in Southwest Asia. The water is so
... ( 53 ) ... that fish can be seen swimming in the sea all year long.
~Complete

gain (

)

the text with words in the box. One is extra.
publish (56)

researches (55 )

for (54 )

Scientists and inventors are looking ... ( 54 ) ... new methods to develop science and
help people. They usually do lots of experiments and ... ( 55 ) ... After they finish

their work, they ... ( 56 ) ... books in their field. They must be energetic and hard
working.
~ Read

the text and answer the questions.

One day Isaac was reading a book under an apple tree on the farm. An apple fell out
of the tree -Ow!
Now, for most people that would be the end of the story, but not for Isaac. Not for
somebody who just couldn't stop asking whyall the time.
Why did the apple fall out of the tree? What makes things fall?
So many questions. Newton spent many years answering these questions by
thinking and doing experiments. He made up the law ofgravity. According to this
law everything pulled everything else to itself by a force called gravity.
The reason that things fall toward the ground is that the earth we live on is so very
heavy, and we are so close to it.
Newton's law of gravity not only explained how things fallon earth, but how planets
move around the sun and how moons move around planets.
~Write

T for true and F for false.

f:\

57. Newton was sitting under a peach tree. ~
58. The apple fell down and it was the end of story for Newton and not other peo Ple.(0
59. Newton didn't explain how moons move around the planets. ( 0
~Read the story again and answer the question.
60. What makes things fall down? Gravity makes things fall down.

